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NCMH is a North Carolina 501C3 nonprofit educational archive for the documentation, preservation, and promotion of Modernist houses. Visit us at www.ncmodernist.org.

- NCMH's work on behalf of Modernist houses was featured this year on WUNC-TV nightly news.
• NCMH's website received a national award for documentation from DOCOMOMO-US, the association for the documentation and conservation of the Modernist movement.
• NCMH's archives now track over 6500 Modernist houses in North Carolina and around the country.
• Nearly every one of the 400 webpages was renovated, recoded, and updated by Cindy Stratton.
• Project BauHow expanded to four schools, giving away 60 CAD systems to deserving design students in rural areas.
• NCMH received a 2014 Historic Preservation Advocacy Award from the Preservation Society of Chapel Hill.
• NCMH has filmed nearly 40 interviews with North Carolina architects in the last four years, with more on the way.
• NCMH is building a massive new document library, with over 600,000 pages scanned so far by dozens of dedicated volunteers.
• The George Matsumoto Prize celebrated its third year of recognizing great new work in the state.
• To date, Chief researcher Catherine Westergaard Cramer has given approximately 4,000 hours building up the Masters Gallery. Close behind is Real Estate Coordinator Virginia Faust who every single day monitors Modernist houses for sale all across North Carolina. She also has become the one-stop expert for everything Lustron.
• The NCMH Board of Directors says goodbye to Leslie Glascock, who will stay on as a volunteer as director of Project BauHow.
• NCMH thanks Sarah Sonke and Emilie Huin for being series sponsor for the Movie and Thirst4Architecture programs. Thanks to all our sponsors, from those on the web, the movies, the trips, and the newsletter, for stepping forward and reaching out to the growing Modernist community.
• The 2015 NCMH Advisory Council will be an all-star cross-section of the Modernist community.
• This year's adventure to Los Angeles and Palm Springs was our best ever, with access to places we never dreamed of getting
into. Angela Roehl stepped up to plan that trip and will be part of our next voyage to Columbus and Indianapolis in April, see details below!

- Thanks to so many generous people who stood for due process, NCMH raised over $25,000 for the Legal Defense Fund to defend Cherry/Gordon house against ongoing litigation.

- Nothing could get done without our great staff: Cindy Stratton, Kim Weiss, Alva Horton, Rebekah Laney, Kim Weiss, and Tara Barthelmess; and Board members Eleanor Stell, Deborah Rodgers, Anne Stoddard, and Sharon Glazener.

- In January, NCMH celebrates eight years as a project. Started late one night as a Google search, it became a website eight months later. NCMH is now is the largest open digital archive for Modernist houses in the world, with 55G of content and growing.

- Thanks to hundreds of thousands of visitors like you, NCMH ranks higher than 99.9% of the over one trillion websites in the world.

Between now and December 31, as you make decisions on charitable giving, please consider a gift to NCMH to support our documentation, preservation and promotion. From recognizing innovation through the Matsumoto Prize to educating the next generation of Modernist architects through Project BauHow to a victory for the Legal Defense Fund to updating the award-winning NC Architects Archives and Masters Gallery, our volunteers and staff work hard all year long to protect the architecture you love. Click here, and thank you! Donations are tax-deductible; we are a 501C3 nonprofit.
Thursday December 18th, 5-7pm, Palette and Parlor, 2160 Environ Way, Chapel Hill: Join Ivy Simon for a Holiday Happy Hour and special exhibition curated by Joe Rowand. New featured artist Peter Butler is a lifelong competitive swimmer who swam at UNC in the 1970s. He believes water to be a perfect world where "we are somehow closer to our own nature." Viewing Peter's paintings feels like floating. His work is vibrant, merry, and bright - a perfect antidote to the busy time of year. Come visit P+P’s new partnership with BESH and Becky Shankle, showing off beautiful and affordable custom kitchen cabinetry!
Are you a fan of Santiago Calatrava? Wednesday, January 7, 7:30pm. January's NCMH MODTriangle Architecture Movie is The Socialist, the Architect, and the Twisted Tower at Full Frame Theatre, American Tobacco Complex, Durham. Learn the story of one of Sweden's most famous buildings, the tower in Malmo. Brought to you by Sarah Sonke of ModTriangle, specializing in Modernist real estate sales and auctions. Tonight's event sponsor is Center Studio Architecture, specializing in modern downtown Durham development. $10 per person, Mod Squad members are free subject to capacity, so get there early! Details.

Kickoff 2015 on Thursday, January 8, 6-8pm at KONTEK Systems, hosted by Frank Konhaus and Wes Newman, 318 Holland Street, Durham, in their John Warasila-designed downtown headquarters. The event will include an exclusive behind-the-scenes tour of one of KONTEK's coolest AV projects downtown. The 2015 T4A series is sponsored by Emilie Huin of 501 Realty.
NCMH’s next architecture adventure is Columbus and Indianapolis, Indiana, April 24-26. Indiana? Yes, Indiana. As you know, NCMH’s tours sell out quickly, sometimes in a matter of days. The Mod Squad, which gets advance notice on trips, has already booked half the seats. So if you're interested, go for it now. Details and tickets.

New to the NC Architects archive: Michael Stevenson of Raleigh.

Knock Knock: The Aiyyer House by architect Jason Hart.

After searching for a year, NCMH finally found a research volunteer in Hickory. Many thanks to Christine Winn! Want to help us look for Modernist houses in Los Angeles, Asheville, or Wilmington?
Love the **Case Study Houses**? NCMH is **auctioning** a complete set of **Art+Architecture Magazines** 1945-1954, the beautiful new Taschen reprints that came out a few years ago. This is the gorgeous magazine which sponsored the world-famous Case Study House series. You'll get 118 issues in full color in nearly new condition, but in **unbound, loose-leaf format**. That means the spines have been gently sliced off. Many thanks to the anonymous donor who gave NCMH this 10-volume set for auction. Opening bid is just $99, this set sells new for up to $500. Pickup from the NCMH office; or FedEx ground shipping is $90 additional (the volumes weigh over 70 pounds). Proceeds benefit **Project BauHow**. Click here.

**William Keating Bayley** died after a year long battle with bladder cancer. He was 66 years old. Bill received a Bachelor in Product Design from North Carolina State University. After graduation and a brief stint with the News and Observer, Bill was hired by the School of Design at NCSU in 1975 as director of the Multi-Media Lab, guiding faculty and students through several changes in technologies through his nearly four decades with the college. He was awarded entry into the Order of The Long Leaf Pine by the Governor for his service to the state of North Carolina. Bill met his wife and best friend of 40 years, **Dana Davis**, at the School of Design. Together they enjoyed road trips, movies, concerts, theater, art museums, dance lessons, and spending time with family and friends. They were both active with the Design Guild at the College of Design at NCSU. A memorial service will be held in a few months. To be notified about the details, please send a request to edbboyd@gmail.com. Gifts may be made in Bill's memory to the NCSU Foundation/DesignLife Fund, NC State College of Design, Campus Box 7701, Raleigh, NC 27695.
Did you know there are tons of NC Modernist houses now for sale? Several times each week, NCMH’s Virginia Faust posts newly-listed homes on our exclusive statewide database, our free public service to help preserve these houses by connecting them with loving owners - faster.

Through December 20th, the 311 West Martin Street Gallery and Studios sells small Modern paintings for just $45 each, with half the proceeds benefiting NCMH. Visit them at 311 West Martin Street, Raleigh, or contact Carol Joy Shannon at (919) 436-6987.

Adios to architect Sam Ashford’s brick Modernist house on 3359 Alleghany, Raleigh, slated for demolition any day now. With permits in place, and real estate signs already up, drive by and say your last goodbyes, or take a photo from the road -- do not trespass on the property.
Dead Mod Still Walking: Please help NCMH monitor for when Milton Small's 3515 Glenwood building, top photo, receives the demolition permit online here. Approvals are in place for a three-story 72,963 square foot replacement, second photo.
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